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Let H” denote the space of functions in L”(dQ/2rr) that have vanishing negative 
Fourier coefftcients. Suppose r(e’“, z) is a nonnegative function of e’” and z, where 
0 E [0, 2n] and ZE C. This paper is concerned with solving IIT(e’“, f(e’“))il 3L = 
inf{ IIr(e’“, h(e’“))ll II : h E Hz} with a function .fe H^. Conditions on r that will 
guarantee the existence, uniqueness, and continuity of solutions to the above 
equation are given. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let HP denote the space of functions in Lp(de/2n), 1 <p < co, that have 
vanishing negative Fourier coefhcients. Denote by A the set of continuous 
functions in H”. Suppose Z(e”, z ) is a nonnegative function of eie and z, 
where t9 E [0,27c] and z E @. We let 
OPT(E) = inf{ l(r(e”, f(e’“))ll n;-: f E E}, 
where E is either H” or A. 
Our main objective is to study the qualitative aspects of functions f for 
which 
IIQeie, f(e”))ll m = OPT(E). 
Such a function will be called an optimum for OPT(E). A priori, we do not 
know that optimums exist, and we do not require the optimums to be in E. 
Let us briefly indicate how OPT(H”) and the problem that we are con- 
sidering arise in the design of linear systems. The interested reader can find 
more details in [6]. 
Roughly, a system is a “box” that receives inputs and delivers outputs. In 
this discussion, our inputs and outputs will be complex-valued functions 
defined on the real line. Hence our system can be viewed as a map from the 
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space of complex-valued functions into itself. Let B denote a system. Some 
common properties that B may have are 
(1) Causality: Iff(t)=O for t<t,, then (By)(t)=0 for t<t,. 
(2) Time-invariance: Let (TJ)( t) = f( t - a). Then B( TJ) = T,( Bf). 
(3) Linearity: B is linear. 
(4) Stability: If fe L*(R), then Bf E L*(R). 
Let Iw + denote the interval [0, co). Suppose B has properties (l)-(4). 
Because of ( 1) and (4), we can consider B as a linear map from L2( Iw + ) to 
L*( IR! + ) and restrict T, to be right translations only. It is common to com- 
pute the Laplace transform of the input and output functions and work in 
the “frequency domain.” Denote the Laplace transform of a function f by 
Zf(s) = lox f(t) e-“‘dt. 
By the Paley-Wiener theorem, every FE Z(L*(R+)) can be extended 
analytically to the right half-plane (RHP). We will denote the set of all 
such extensions by H2(RHP). Our map B now corresponds to a linear map 
fi, which maps H2(RHP) into itself. It can be shown that there is a boun- 
ded analytic function b defined on the right half plane such that (&)(z) = 
b(z) F(z) for all FE H’(RHP) and all z in the right half-plane. Hence every 
system satisfying properties (l)-(4) is determined by a bounded analytic 
function on the right half-plane. It is elementary that if FE H*(RHP), then 
F(h) exists for almost every w E Iw. If F= 9(f), then F(h) can be thought 
of as the contribution of eiwr toJ: 
Suppose we want to design a system that satisfies properties (l)-(4). A 
common performance measure at frequency o is given by T(w, b(h)), 
where f is some predetermined nonnegative function. System performance 
is judges by supw E Iw T(o, b(io)). For a system satisfying (1 t(4), the best 
performance is obtained by minimizing sup,, Iw f(o, b( io)) over the space 
of bounded analytic functions on the right half-plane. By a simple confor- 
ma1 map, we see that the best performance is equal to OPT(Hm). 
This leads naturally to the question of whether an optimal system exists 
with respect to r, and if it exists, what properties it has. 
For some characterizations of optimums for OPT, see Helton [7], 
Helton and Howe [8]. Helton [6] conjectured that if r is smooth and that 
if the sublevel sets of r are nonempty, uniformly strictly convex and vary 
smoothly, then the optimums for OPT are continuous. (See Sect. 2 for 
definitions.) This question arose in his work on numerical algorithms for 
computing OPT(H”). We will prove in Section 4 that if T(eie, z) is real 
analytic in 0, x and y, where z = x + iy, and the sublevel sets of r are non- 
empty and convex, then the optimum for OPT is continuous. 
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To obtain results on OPT, we consider the special case of 
r(ej’, 2) = inf{s > 0: g(e”) - z E sQ, 1. 
Here gE L”(d0/27t), and for each 0 E [0,27r], 52, is open, convex, and 
d(0, Y) c Q, c d(0, R) for some r > 0 and R > 0 independent of 8. We will 
use OPS(E) in place of OPT(E) to indicate that r has this special form. 
If we let r(eie, z) = 1 g(e”) - zj and let Q, be the unit disk for all 8, then 
OPT(E) = OPS(E) = dist(g, E). 
The main results that we obtain are analogues of the following 
well known theorems on dist( g, E). (See [3, Chap. IV].) Let HA = 
{fE H’: Sfdej2n = O}. 
THEOREM 0.1. (a) If gE L”, then 
dist(g, H”)=sup 
(b) Zf g is continuous, then dist(g, A) = dist(g, H”), the sup is 
attained in (a), and there is a unique fE H” that realizes dist(g, H”). Also 
Is(e”)-f(eiB)I = llg-fll, a.e. (de). 
Let o,(6) = sup{ Is(e) -g(q)1 : 10 - cpJ <S} be the modulus of continuity 
of g. We say that g is Dini-continuous if for some E > 0, j; (cog(t)/t) dt < 00. 
With the same notation as in Theorem 0.1, we have 
THEOREM (Carleson-Jacobs [a]). Zf g is Dini-continuous, then f is 
continuous. 
These two theorems will be contained as special cases of the results on 
OPS if we let 52, be the unit disk for all 8 E [0, 2n]. 
Section 1 contains results on duality concerning OPS. Section 3 contains 
the generalization of the Carleson-Jacobs theorem to OPS, the proof of 
which follows the idea of the original proof given by Carleson and Jacobs. 
(See [2].) Sections 2 and 4 are applications of the results on OPS to OPT. 
Results similar to those in Sections 1 and 2 were obtained by Helton 
[unpublished]. 
1. DUALITY 
Let A(a, b)= {zE@: (z-al ~6) and let A= A(0, 1). Let 52 be an open 
convex set in C such that 
A(O,r)cQcA(O, R) for some r>O and R>O. 
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DEFINITION. Let ~zln=inf{t>O:z~tQ} and let 
R*={zEC:Rez.o<l forallwgS2). 
We collect some elementary facts in 
LEMMA 1.1. (a) Iz + 01, < (z(, + Jw(~. 
(b) (l/WI G lzln6 (WM. 
(c) O* is convex. 
(d) 40, l/R) c 52* c &o, l/r). 
(e) Q**=Q. 
(0 l-71Q=~~~l,,o.~~ Rez.w lzl,* =wlwln~l Rez.o. 
(g) Rez~~<lzla~~loln. 
For the convenience of the reader, we will include the proofs for parts (e) 
and (f). 
ProoJ: (e) By definition, Q**=(u:Reu.z<l, VZE~*}. Also by 
definition, Re z .w < 1 for all WEQ and all ZEQ*. Hence Szc Q**. 
Suppose o # 52. Since Q is open and convex, the Hahn-Banach theorem 
guarantees that there is a v such that (1) Re v .z < 1 for all z E Q, and 
(2) Re v .w 3 1. Then (1) says v E Q*, and hence by (2), o 4 Q**. We con- 
clude that Q** c a. 
(f) If z =O, the equality is obviously true. Assume z #O. Then 
z/lzln$Q, and hence there is an WEQ* such that Re(z/lzln) .o> 1. But 
given any E with 1 > E > 0, we have (1 - ~)(z/Izl~) E Q. Therefore 
1 
l~,~~~~lRej$.u%. 
If we let E --) 0, we obtain the first equality. The other equality is similar. 
Let @ = (Q,: 0~ [0,2n]} b e a collection of open convex sets. Let &J, be 
parametrized by r(e”, t) e”, 0 < t < 271, where r(e”, t) 3 0 for all 8 and t. We 
assume that Q, has the following properties: 
there exist r>O and R>O such that d(O,r)cQOcd(O, R) for (1.1) 
0<8<2rl 
and 
given 19, E [O, 2x] and E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that if 
leie - eieol < 6, then Ir(e”, t) - r(e”O, t)l <E for 0 < t < 2~. (1.2) 
Condition (1.2) is just a specific way of saying that G2, depends con- 
tinuously on 8. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Zf @ has properties (1.1) and (1.2), then for each z E @, both 
1.~1 Roand JzI n; are continuous functions of 8. 
Proof If z= Izj e”, then Jzlno= IzI/r(e”, t), where r(eie, t) eir is the 
parametrization of iX2,. Thus 
<kJ Ir(e”, t) - r(e@, t)l. 
r (1.3) 
Therefore lzlQO is continuous in 6 by (1.2). 
If z E @, then by compactness and Lemma 1.1(f), there exists a > 0 such 
that 
Equation (1.3) shows that le’“lsjlei”la, + 1, uniformly in c(, as 10 - cpl + 0. 
We therefore have 
lizyp IzIng G IAn; and jzl,,<lim inf 1~1~;. 
6-v 
Therefore Izla; is a continuous function of 8. 
For f, g E LP(d0/2n), 1 <p d co, we define 
d,(f; g) = II If@“? - dei6)IQ,,Il, 
d,*(f, 8) = II If(e’“) -g(eie)ln,$p. 
Note that d,(f, 0) and d3f, 0) have all the properties of a norm except 
that d,(tf,O)= ItI d,(f, 0) is true only when t>O. By (1.1) and Lemma 1.1, 
we have 
f Ilfll, < d,(f, 0) + IISII, and rllfll,~ d,*(f, 0) G Nfll,- (1.4) 
As d, and df are translation invariant, there is no confusion in writing 
d,(f) and d,Yf) for d,(f, 0) and dzf, 0). 
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Let T be a real functional on L’ with the property that there exists 
M> 0 such that T(f) d Mdr(f) for all f~ L’. From (1.4), we have T(f) 6 
A4. Rllfll , and - T(f) = T( -f) < MR . llfll, for all f E L’. Therefore 
I W)I G MRlIf II I for all f E L’. 
Hence there exists gE L” such that 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Zf gEL”, then d,(g)=supJ;(/)<, ReSf(e”) g(e”) 
d8/2rc. 
Prooj Let fEL’ and dr(f)< 1. Then 
ReSf(e’~)g(f”)~=IRef(e’“).g(e’“)~ 
G s If(e’6)ln;. Ig(~i”)l~,,~~dm(g). 
For the reverse inequality, we can assume that g = c;= 1 ujxE,, where the 
Eis are disjoint sets of positive measure for j= 1, +.., n, and 
d,(g)= d,(alXE,). Denote by IBI the normalized Lebesgue measure of a 
set B on [0, 2~1. 
Given E>O, let A,= {OEE,: Ja,lno>dm(g)-E}. By assumption, 
(A,1 >O for all .a>O. 
By compactness, for any cp E [0,27c], there exists h E @ with Ib( n5 = 1 and 
la,lng=Rea,b.ByLemma1.2,wecanchoose6>Osothatfor18-cpl<6, 
we have 
Choose A:c A, such that A; is contained in an interval of length less 
than 6 and I,4:I > 0. If cp E A:, then for all 0 E A:, we have 
d,(g)-&<lu,l,~~Reu,.~+8. 
*o’ 
Letf(eie) = (b/lb/,;). (~,~(0)/lA:l). Then f is measurable since Ibl,; is con- 
tinuous. Moreover, 
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Since d,(g)gRea,.(b/lbln;)+2& and g(e”)=a, for BEA:, we conclude 
that d,(g) < Re 1 g(e”) f(e”)(d6/2rr) + 2~. This completes the proof. 
ForfE Lp(d0/27r), 1 <p < co, we denote byf(z) the Poisson extension of 
fto A. For 0 < a < 1, we let f,(z) =f(az). For the properties of the Poisson 
extension, see [3, Chap. I]. 
LEMMA 1.3. Iffy L”, then lim, _, d,(f,) = d,(f). 
Proof. Let E > 0. By Proposition 1.1, there exists FE L’ such that 
dKF)d 1 and 
d,(f)-s6Re f.Fg s 
= lim inf Re 
u-1 s 
f. F, $ 
= lim+i:f Re 1 f, F$ 
< lim inf d, (f,). u-l 
For the reverse inequality, we need to use the fact that (0,) depends 
continuously on 0. We can assume 11 f 11 m = 1. Then we have /I f,ll 3c 6 1 for 
all a < 1. Suppose 
limsupd,(f,)=L>O. 
u-1 
Let E > 0. Then there exists r, and 8, such that 
If(rneie~)lnon > L- 1 
for n = 1, 2, . . . . and such that r,, -+ 1. By taking a subsequence, we can 
assume that eien + eieO. By (1.1) (1.2) and (1.3), there exists 6 > 0 such that 
for (eiV - eieol < 6, we have 
/lf(~@91~q- lf~~~l)ln,( <E. 
For a = 1, the inequality is true for almost all cp. So for n large, we have 
If(r~eien)lnoO > L - 2~. By definition, 
f(r,eien)= :E f(e’“) leiq~~r~iy*$. 
i ” 
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I, = s 1-r: dcp I’p-e.I<(l-r”)‘:4 f(ei”) leiqArnei&22n’ 
and let 
.I, = I 
1-r: dq 
IfJ - B,I > (1 - r”p f(e’“) (e”-rr,e’e”(2~’ 
It is easy to see that IJ,,I <2x2(1 -r,)‘12. Therefore IJ,,ln,,< (2x2/r) 
(1 -rn)“* (see (1.1)). 
We claim that llnln,,o. < 11 If(e’“)l najl o. + E for large n. If this claim is true, 
we have 
Let n -+ cc. Then we conclude that 
hnyp d,(fJ = L < II If(e’~)ln,ll x + 3~ = d,(f) + 3~. 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, this proves the lemma. Let us now prove the 
claimed inequality. Since eiBn + e’@ and r, -+ I, we have jeirp - eiBoj < 6 for 
(cp - B,,( < (1 - r,,)“4 and n sufliciently large. This implies that jf(ei’P)lnOo d 
(f(e”P)/,, -t E a.e. (dq) in the same interval. Therefore 
4 /IIf(ei~)IR,Il~ +E. 
THEOREM 1. (a) Ifg E Lm(dO/2n), then 
inf{d,(g-f):fElP) =sup Re j F.g$: FEHA, daF)< 1 
I 
and the infimum is attained. 
(b) Ifg E C, then the supremum is attained in (a) and 
inf{d,(g-f):fEFP}=inf(d,(g-f):feA}. 
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ProoJ: (a) Let FE HA and f~ H”. Then j Ff( &/2x) = 0 and hence 
Re F.gG- J d8 @-ReJF.(g-f)g 
= Re F(eie)(g(eis) -f(e’“)) $ 
Conversely, let M= sup(Re J F.g(d0/2n): FE HA, d:(F) < l}. Let T be the 
real linear functional defined by T(F) = Re f F. g(d8/2n). Then T(F) d 
Md:(F) for all FEH~. Recall that d:(f + g) f d:(f) + d:(g) and 
d:(f) = Id:(f) for t > 0 and f, g E L’. Therefore we can apply the 
Hahn-Banach theorem to extend T to all of L’ and obtain an extension F 
such that 
F(F) ,< M.d:(F) for all FE L’. 
As we have seen before, there exists 2~ L” such that 
I?(F)=Re j F.2:. 
Then by Proposition 1.1, d, (2) < hf. Since p(F) - T(F) = 0 for all F in HA, 
we have that 2 -g E H”. In other words, $ = g - g, for some g, E H”. 
From the first part of this proof, we have d,(g) z M. Therefore 
d,(g)=d,(g-g,)=Mand part (a) is proved. 
(b) Let F,E HA and d:(F,) < 1 with 
lim Re F,,.g$=M. 
n-m I 
By the F. and M. Riesz theorem, we can assume that there is FE Hj, such 
that F,, -+ F in the weak-star topology. Since gE C, we have 
This proves the first part of (b). 
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By part (a), there exists f E H” such that d,(g - f) = inf{d,(g- h): 
h E H” }. Let E > 0. Then for LI close to 1, by Lemma 1.3, 
dm(g-fJGdc@(g-gJ+d,(g,-f,) 
G; l/g- g,ll, +d,(g-f)+&. 
Since 11 g - g,l( o. -+ 0 as a + 1, we conclude that 
inf{d,(g-h): SEA} <inf{d,(g-h): hi H”]. 
The reverse inequality is trivial since A c H”. 
COROLLARY 1.1. If g E C, then there is a unique f E H” such that 
(a) d,(g-f)=inf{d,(g-h):hEH”} and 
(b) g(e’B)-f(e’B)Ed,(g-f)X20 a.e. (de). 
Proof Let g E C. By Theorem 1.1, there are FE HA and f E H” such that 
d:(F) = 1 and such that 
inf{d,(g-h):htH”}=RejF.(g-f)$=d,(g-f). 
Clearly we have 
Gd,(g-f). 
Hence equality must hold throughout. Thus by Lemma 1.1(f), we have 
Re F’(e’“).(g(e”)-f(eie))= IF(eiB)lQg. (g(e”)- f(e”)ln,, a.e. (1.5) 
Let fi, f2 E H”. If Re F(e"). (f,(eie) - fi(eie)) =0 a.e., thenf, = f2. So that 
by (1.5), f is unique. Since F cannot vanish on a set of positive measure, we 
have 
Ig(e”)-f(eie)(,,=d,(g-f) a.e. (1.6) 
By(1.6), g(e’e)-f(eie)~dm(g-f)~Xle a.e. 
If we let Q,=d(O, l), 0<8<2rc, then inf{d,(g-f):fEE)= 
inf/,.llg-fll,. So Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.1 are generalizations of the 
classical Theorem 0.1. 
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2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS OF OPT 
The object of this section is to apply the results of Section 1 to obtain 
analogous results on OPT. Let r be a continuous function and let S,(c) = 
(2 E c: r(eiO, z) < c} be the sublevel sets of lY 
We assume that f(e”, z) have the following properties: 
U Se(c) is bounded for each c > 0. (2.1) 
0<8<271 
r(e”, z) is nonnegative, convex in z and for each 9, there is a 
unique Itie such that r(eiO, AB) = infi r(eie, z). (2.2) 
For example, if f is strictly convex in z for each 8 and has property (2.1) 
then it will satisfy (2.2). 
First we will derive the properties of r that we need. It is obvious that 
sublevel sets of continuous convex functions are open and convex. For o, 
and co1 E @, we will denote by [o, , c+, co) the ray emanating from o, and 
passing through w2. 
Fix 8 E [0,27c] and suppose S,(c) # 0. Let f(e@, A,) = inf; T(e”, z). By 
assumption, & is unique. Let z E C, z #AH. Draw the line [A,, z, 00). The 
line will intersect C%,(C) at some point z,.. By convexity, we always have 
II+‘@, z,.) - T(e”, z)l 3 f(e”, z,.) - T(e”, A,) 
kc-4 IZ(. - &I . 
The family {S&c)} is uniformly bounded and hence Jz,. - & < R,,, a con- 
stant depending only on c. Let m, = r(e’“, A,). Since T(e”, z,.) = c, we have 
1 T(e”, z,.)-lJe”,z)l>~. lz-zz,.I. 
‘ 
Thus if IT(e’@, z,.) - T(eiB, z)l d E, we have 
E>,yf lz-zz,.l. 
‘ 
In particular, this holds when z E as,(c + E). 
LEMMA 2.1. & is a continuous function of 8. 
Proof: Fix 8 E [0, 2x1. Let E be a positive number less than 1. 
Since & is unique, there exists c > me such that S,(c) c A(&, E). By the 
uniform boundedness of {S,(c)} and the continuity of r, there exists 6 > 0 
such that if leiV - eiel < 6, then for z G lJe S,(c) we have 
If(eiq, z) - T(eie, z)l < & (c - meI. 
‘ 
(2.4) 
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Observe that &ES,(C) for Ieip - eieJ < 6, and hence S,(c) # 0. We claim 
that if z E B,(c) and le@ - eie( <S, then z E A(&, 2s). To see this, let z,. be 
the intersection of the line [As, z, CXI) with as,(c). We have two cases, 
ZE S,(c) or z 4 S,(c). If z E S,(c), then by the choice of c, z E A(&, E) c 
A(&, 2s). Suppose z # S,(c). Then T(eiB, z) > c. Since z E C?,!?,(C), I’(e’q, z) = c 
= T(e”, z,.). Hence by (2.3) and (2.4), 
& (C - ms) > r(e”, z) - T(e”, zc) 27 )Z - z,.(. 
L L 
Therefore 1.z - z,.I < E. Since z,. E S,(c) c A(&, E), we have z E A(&, 2s). This 
proves the claimed implication. To finish the proof of the lemma, suppose 
that Je’q -eie( < 6. Then by the claim, we have S,(c) c A(&, 2s). We also 
have 1, E S,(c) since S,(c) is nonempty. Thus we have Ji, - &I < 2s. 
The following is a corollary of the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose So(c) # 0 for all BE [0,2n]. Let 
Q,(c)= S@(c) -&. Then the family {Q&c)} has the continuity 
property (1.2). 
Proof: Let T.&e”, z) = T(e”, 2, + z). Since 1, is continuous, rX(eie, z) is 
continuous. The collection of sublevel sets of r, is exactly {QJc)}. Now we 
can use the proof of Lemma 2.1 directly. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose S,(c) # 0 for all tI E [0,2z]. Let 
Q,(c)=SB(c)-&. Then there exist r>O and R>O such that d(0, r)c 
Q,(c) c d(0, R), i.e., {Q@(c)} satisfies Condition (1.1). 
Proof: The existence of R is assumed in uniform boundedness of the So. 
The lower bound r > 0 exists by the continuity of {S,(c)} and the com- 
pactness of [0,271]. 
Using Lemma 2.1, we make the following observation which will be used 
subsequently several times. 
From Eq. (2.3) we have that if ZEC and z #&, then 
IT(e’*, z,.) - r(e”, z)l 2 y. Iz-zz,.(, 
c 
where z,. is the intersection of [&, z, co ) with c?S,(C). From Lemma 2.1 we 
know that m, is continuous. Since c-m, > 0 for each 6, c-m, > k, for all 
19, where k,. is some positive constant. Hence there exists Kc > 0 such that 
IT(e”, zc) - r(eis, z)l > K,.lz -z,.( for all 6E [0, 2721. (2.5) 
Next we prove a lemma that will allow us to apply the results of 
Section 1. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Suppose T(eie, z) satisfies (2.1) and (2.2), and suppose that 
S,(c) # 0 for all 8 E [0,2~]. Let Q,(c) = S,(c) - I,. Then 
OPT(H”) =,m- IIr(eiO, f(e’“))ll co = c 
if and only if 
OPS(H”) =,mf- {t > 0: g(e”) -f(e”) E tQ,(c) a.e. de} = 1, 
where g(e”) = - &. The same conclusion holds if H” is replaced by A. 
ProoJ: Suppose OPT(H”) = c or OPT(A) = c. By Corollaries 2.1 and 
2.2, {Sz,} satisfies (1.1) and (1.2). Let 52, = Q,(c). 
Let 
d=fi\fz (t>O: g(eie)-f(e’O)EtQ, a.e. (de)}. 
E 
Note. By Theorem l(b), we can replace H” by A in the definition of d. 
Suppose d < 1. Let d, be such that d < d, < 1. Then there exists fE A such 
that g(e”) -f(e”)Ed, a,. We will show that IjT(eie, -f(eie))llm cc, and 
this will give a contradiction. By Corollary 2.2, there exists r > 0 such that 
A(0, r) c Sz, for all 8 E [0,27c]. Suppose z # 0 and z E d, Qe. Let z,. be the 
intersection of [0, z, co) with 852,. Then we have z = a ‘z,., where 
0 < a < d, . Hence 
lz-zz,.I = laz,.-zCI a(1 -d,)r. 
BY (2.51, 
f(e”, le + z,.) - T(eie, Ae + Z) 2 K,. . IZ - z,.I 2 Kc( 1 - d,) r. 
Therefore f(eie, I, + z) < T(eie, ,le + z,.) - K<( 1 - d,) r = c - K,.( 1 - d,) r. 
Hence if g(eie) -f(e”) # 0, then 
r( eie, -f(e”))<c-K,.(l-d,)r<c. 
If g(e”) -f(e”) = 0, then -f(e”) = -g(e”) = A,. Hence T(eie, -f(e”)) = 
r(e”, 2,) cc. The last inequality holds because S,(c) # 0. Since 
T(eie, -f(eie)) is continuous, we have Ilr(eie, -f(e”))ll a, < c. We conclude 
that OPT(A) cc. This contradicts our assumption that OPT(H”) = c or 
OPT(A) = c. 
The case for d > 1 and the converse are proved similarly. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose T(eie, z) satisfies (2.1) and (2.2). Then 
(a) OPT(A)= OPT(Hm) and 
(b) if OPT(H”)= c and S,(c) # @ for all 6~ [0,27c], then there 
exists a unique optimum f: Furthermore, T(ei6, f(eie)) = c a.e. (de). 
Proof (a) Let c( = sup, inf; T(e”, z). It is clear that OPT(W) > a. If 
OPT(A) = a, then OPT(Hm) = a since OPT(A) > OPT(H”) 3 a. If 
OPT(A) >a, then S,(OPT(A)) # 0 for all 8. By Theorem I(b) and 
Lemma 2.2, OPT(A) = OPT(ZF). 
(b) By assumption, S,(c) # $3 for all 8. Hence we can apply 
Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 1. The theorem then follows from the observation 
that any function that realizes OPT(H”) must realize the corresponding 
OPS( H” ) and conversely (see Lemma 2.2). 
Remark. The assumption that T(e”, z) has a unique minimizing & for 
each fixed 8 is not necessary for Theorem 2; it is just for convenience. The 
same results hold if we take 1, to be the center of mass of the minimum set. 
EXAMPLE. Let g E A and T(e”, z) = )z - g(e”)I * + sin* 8. Then an 
optimum for OPT(H”) is g, but T(e”, g(e”)) is not constant. Since 
log cos* 8 is integrable, there exists f~ A that satisfies If( * = cos* 8. If 
hell” and Ilhll,d 1, then 
T(e”, g(e”) + h(e”) ,f(e’“)) = jh(e’e)f(e’8)\2 + sin* 8 
G ~0s~ e + sin* e d 1. 
Therefore g is not a unique optimum. 
The example shows that the assumption S@(c) # 0 is necessary in 
Theorem 2(b). 
3. CONTINUITY FOR OPS 
In this and the next section we will give sufficient conditions on T(e”, z) 
and CD = {Q,} that will guarantee that the continuity of functions that 
realize OPS(H” ) and OPT(Hm ). We will first consider OPS and then use 
the results for OPT. 
Let @= {Q,} h ave properties (1.1) and ( 1.2). Let 
w,(6) = sup , ,e,o~yg <s ( Ir(eio”, t) - rV3 t)l>. 
The function o@ is called the modulus of continuity of @. Recall that 
r(e”, t) eir parametrizes aa,. We say that @ is Dini-continuous if 
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jh (o&t)/t) dt < co. Let t,Qe be the Riemann map of sZO onto A with 
e@(O) = 0 and t&(O) > 0. We say that @ is uniformly analytic if there exists 
s > 0 such that Ge extends to be univalent on lJZeDfl A(z, s). For example, if 
each sZe is an ellipse, then @ is uniformly analytic. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose g(eie) is Dini-continuous. Zf @ satisfies (1.1) is 
Dini-continuous and is uniformly analytic, then the unique optimum for OPS 
is continuous. 
The following theorem is an easy consequence of Theorem 3 and a result of 
Chirka [ [9], Theorem 331. 
THEOREM 3.0. Suppose n B 2 and suppose @ satisfies (1.1) and is 
unzformiy analytic. If g E C” and r E c”, then the unique optimum for OPS is 
in C-O. 
The proof of Theorem 3 will be broken into a sequence of lemmas. We 
first need a result from complex analysis. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Caratheodory). Suppose Q, = {Q,} satisfies (1.2). Let 
{ $,} be the collection of Riemann maps defined above. Then *on + $@, 
unzformly on compact subsets of 52, as 8, + 8. (See [4, p. 591.) 
Let &, = lJzcan A(z, s). Thus Il/@, the Riemann map defined on Q,, is 
analytic on 6,. 
The next corollary now follows by a normal families argument. 
COROLLARY 3.1 (a). If z, ~6,~, 8, + 6 and z, + ZERO, then 
Icls,(zJ -+ Icls(z). 
(b) The number s can be chosen so that Ii/e is uniformly bounded on si, 
with a bound independent of 0. 
We have +;‘(O)=O and J+g’(z)( d R for ZE A. Thus by Schwarz’s 
lemma, I($; l)‘(O)1 CR. Therefore 
I4wN = l l IWg’)‘(0)13~~ 
If A(0, a) cQ,, then by Koebe’s $-theorem, I(/@(A(O, a)) 3 A(0, $z/R) for 
0~ [0,2z]. Hence we have 
LEMMA 3.1. n, $@(A(O, a)) 3 A(0, &z/R) for 0 <a < r. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let K be a compact set in a=. Then there is C,>O such that 
Il~lne-l~In,l~~~~~Q)~I~-(PI~ for all z E K. 
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Proo$ Apply (3.1) to (1.3). Let CK= (l/r’) sup,(z). 
Let f~ H”, FE H& d:(F) < 1 satisfy 
OPS(H”) = Re 1 F(e”) g(eie) $ = inf(t > 0: g(e”) -f(e’“) E tS2, a.e. (de)}. 
Dividing g by OPS(Hm), we can assume that OPS(H”) = 1 for the 
remainder of the section. 
With this assumption, (1.5) and (1.6) will take the form 
Re(g(e’@)-f(eie)) . F(e”) = (FIQg a.e. (3.2) 
and 
Ig(e’e)-f(eie)l,o= 1 a.e. (3.3) 
Let 
f,(eie) = g(e”) -f(e’“) 
and let 
g,(eie) = g(e”) - g(e”). 
The modulus of continuity of a Dini-continuous function will be called a 
Dini function. The symbol o will always denote a Dini function and it does 
not always have to be the same function. Recall that if /zEL~(&/~A), h(z) 
will denote its Poisson extension to A. 
LEMMA 3.3. There exist q > 0, y >O and p > 0 such that If,(z)] ap 
for ZE {z: q < IzI < 1, )8- ~1 < y} and all z E [0, 2~1. We can take 
p = min( r, 1)/8. 
Proof: We will assume, without loss of generality, that r < 1. We will 
then prove the lemma with p = r/8. 
By (3.2) Re(f,(eie) -g,(e”)). F(e”) = IFI,;. Therefore we have 
Re f,(eie) -F(e”) = Iqn; + Re g,(eie) . F(eie) 
2 IFIn; - lg,l,,. IF(eie)l~; (3.4) 
= (I- Ig,(eie)la,)lF(eie)ln;. 
Since Ig,(eie)lne<(l/r)lg,(eie)( = (l/r)lg(e”)-g(e”)I, and since g is con- 
tinuous, there exists 6 > 0 such that Ig,(eie)lQs < 4. Hence by (3.4), 
Re fJe”) . F(eie) > flF(eiB)ln; 3 0 for l0-rI <6. 
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A standard result ([3], p. 96) states that the inner factor of f,(eis) . F(eie) 
extends analytically across ItI - rI < 6. Hence the inner factor of f, is 
analytic across 10 - z[ < 6. We have 
fr(eie) = g(e”) -f(eie) = g(e”) - g(e”) + g(e”) -f(eie). (3.5) 
By (3.3) g(e”) -f(e”) E dQ2, a.e. Since d(0, r) c Q, for all 0, we conclude 
Ig(e”)-f(e”)I >r>O a.e. (de). (3.6) 
Since g is uniformly continuous, there exists 6’ E (0, 6), such that 
Ig(e”) - g(e”)l < $ r for 18- zI < 6’. We conclude Ifr(e”)I > jr a.e. on 
(6: lo-T1 ~8’) by (3.5) and (3.6). 
Suppose f,(z) = Z,(z). O,(z), where Z, is an inner function and 0, is an 
outer function. Since I, is analytic across 10 - zI < b, we have /Z,(z)] + 1 
uniformly as z + eiO, for 10 - z[ < 6’. Thus there is a constant a, > 0 such 
that for z in kV,(a,, 6’) = {z: a, < IzI < 1, /0--z/ <a’), we have /Z,(z)1 b 
l/Jz. So log If,(z)1 > log (l/Jz) + log lO,(z)l for ZE Wr(ur, 6). Write 
WOAz)l = J 
1-1~12 de 
1e-rla-a’ + j,opT, <s, WfT(e’H)I le” - z12 72. 
The first integral converges uniformly to 0 in W,(b, 6’/2) as b --+ 1. We take 
b, > a, so that the first integral is at least log( l/,/?!) in W,(b,, S’/2). 
Since log $r < 0, and since Ifr(eiH)I > $r for 10 - rj < 6’, we have 
s IO--r1 <6’ logl.f,(e”)I ,ajiJIF z> log tr. 
Therefore on W,(b,, Z/2), we have logIf, k log( l/G) + log( l/J?) + 
log ar. Hence 
I.f,(z)l 2 3. 
By choice of 8, we have Ig(e’“)-g(e”)l < $r for I~--71 ~8’. Thus 
I.f,(z)l = Is(e’“)-s(eir)+s(e”)-f(z)I 
2 +jr - by = Qr on W,(b,, 6’/2). 
By compactness, there exists q > 0 such that for all T E [0, 27-c], and for all 
z E W,(rt, 6’/2), 
IL(z)l > 2. 
Let y = K/2. Note that b’ is independent of t. 
5R0/75/2.9’ 
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LEMMA 3.4. dist(f,(@), 852,) d w( 16 - ~1) a.e. (de). 
Proof Since 
g(e”) -f(eie) 
Ig(eie) -f(eie)ln,E an, aee. and Ig(e’s)-f(eie)ls20= 1 a.e., 
we have 
dist(f,(eie), XI,) 
g(e”) -f(e’“) 
’ Ig(eie) -f(eie)ln, -fAe”)i 
g(eie)-f(eie) 
G Ig(eiO)-f(eie)l,~pg(e’e)+f(e’e) 
+Ig(eie)-f(eie)-(g(e”)-f(eie))l 
g(e’e)-f(e’e) 
’ Is(eie)-f(eie)In, 
II- Ig(e”)-f(eie)l,,/ +w,(le-tl) 
Now apply Lemma 3.2 to obtain 
dist(f,(eie), aR,)$~w,(lB-rl)+o,(/Brl) 
=co(le-~1) a.e. 
The lemma is proved. 
Let K(a, z) denote the truncated cone 
K(a, z)= 
i 
Iz - ei71 
z:- 
1 - I4 
d&z<lzl<l . 
I 
The angle at the vertex is 7c/2. 
LEMMA 3.5. There is a function C such that C( 1 -a) -+ 0 as a + 1 and 
such that 
dist(f,(z), Q,) < C(1 -a) for z E [0,2x] and for z E K(a, z). 
Proof From the proof of Lemma 3.4, we see that 
g(e”) -f (e’“) 
Ig(eie)-ff(eie)l~r 
-f,(e”) 1 <o(lO-~l) a.e. 
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By definition, 
If P,(e”) = (1 - IzI 2)/leis - z12 is the Poisson kernel, then for X> a > 0, 
For z~K(a,r), and IfI-tl >CI, we have le”--z( >A.a, where A>0 is 
some universal constant. Hence 
s 
1 - lz12 $< 1 -a2 
Ie-rl,x leie-z12 27c’TP 
for z E K(a, t), 
Now let a = (1 - Q)“~. We obtain 
Note that since 0 E Q,, (g(eie) -f(eie))/lg(eie) - f(eie)ls, E XI, and 0, con- 
vex, we have that 
I- 
i fe-rl<a 
g(e”) - f(e”) 
Ig(eie)-f(eie)In, 
Ezq 
Hence dist(f,(z), 52,) < C( 1 -a). This completes the proof. 
Let us make the following observation: suppose z E K(a, a). Since 
f,(z) = g(e”) -g(e”) + fo(z), we have that 
dWf,(z), Q,) G Id@) -g(e’“N + w,(lo - 4 I+ dWf,(z), Q,) 
<o(la-rl)+C(l -a), a bound independent of r. 
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Therefore we can take E > 0 and u1 < 1 so that for z E D, = U,,- zl me 
K(a,, a), we have dist(f,(z), Q,) < s/2 (recall that s > 0 is such that e0 is 
analytic on d(z, S) for all ZE 52,). Hence $,of, is a well-defined analytic 
function on D,. By Lemma 3.3, we can assume that Ifr(z)l 3 r/S for z E D,. 
Thus by Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 3.1, tir of, is uniformly bounded above 
and below on D, (with lower bound &r/R). By Lemma 3.4 we can assume 
that for ei* ED, n { IzI = 1 }, we have dist(f,(e’“), X?,) <s/2. 
LEMMA 3.6 (a). If e'" ED, n dA, then 
IlogllC/,~f,(eio)II ~~(l~-zl) a.e. 
(b) There exists a, > 0 such that if a,, < a < 1, then 
for all z E K(a, t), lhd$, oft( I G d(l - I4 P4). 
Proof Let Z,E KJ, and let Iz, -f,(e")l = dist(f,(e’“), &G2,). By 
Lemma 3.4, and the fact that the collection { $r} is uniformly bounded, 
Hence 
and thus 
II- I$,(f,(e’“))ll ~WW--I) a.e. 
I~oglti,~fr(eio)lI GMI~--l) a.e. 
(b) Let cp be a Riemann map of A onto D, with q( 1) = e”. As eiT lies 
on an analytic arc, aD, n ‘aa, cp extends to be conformal in a neighborhood 
of 1. In particular v’( 1) # 0. Thus there exists 6 > 0 such that q is analytic 
on d(l, S) and 
for z E A(!, 6). 
Hence 
$P’(lNlz- 11 G Iv(z)-cp(l)l ~$P’(1w- 11. (3.7) 
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Let z E K(a, T) and let z’ = q-‘(z). Since $I, ofr 0 rp is bounded below, 
Choose LX > 0 such that when 101 < IX, we have that eiO E d( 1,6) and 
cp(e”) E ad. Then for IfI1 < CI we have by part (a), 
logl$,~f,~cp(e’B)I Go 
( 
:.i Iv’(l)1 .a , 
1 
Therefore the first integral is bounded by o(a). To estimate the second 
integral, first note that (Jlog Ic/rof,ll o. is bounded on D, with a bound 
independent of r. Also it follows from (3.7) 
II- (z’l21 6211- Jz’lI 0 y& Iz-eei’l Gm Cl- lzl). 
Since cp-‘(K(a, r)) is contained in a cone with vertex at 1 and opening 
slightly larger than n/2, there exists some A > 0 such that leie - z’l > A 101, 
Z’E cp-‘(K(a, r)). Thus the second integral is at most M. (1 - [~[)/a’ for 
some M > 0 independent of r. 
Choose a > 0 so that for z E K(a, r), we have (1 - IzI )‘I4 < a. We obtain, 
for z E K(a, r), 
llogllc/,~f~(z)ll <o((l- lzl)“4)+B(l - lzl)“2<o((1 - 1z1)“4). 
We will now complete the proof of Theorem 3. 
Choose p >uO so that K(/II, r) c D,. Then Lemma 3.6 holds and 
log $, of, is uniformly bounded on K(fi, r) with a bound independent of r. 
Let U, be a Riemann map of A onto K(/?, t) with u,( 1) = e”. Clearly we can 
choose U, = ei(u-r) U, for G and ZE [0,27r]. Since (u,(e”)- u,(l))* extends 
to be conformal at eie= 1, we have lu,(eie)-u,(l)1 <A .fi, for some 
A > 0. Combined with Lemma 3.6(b), we have 
IlogWrOfrOur(eie)ll d41~11’8). 
Since u,(Z\{ 1 }) c A, and since f, is continuous in A, we have 
lim f, 0 u,(eis) = f, 0 u,(eis) if eis # 1. 
0-r 
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Then by Corollary 3.1, 
lim +, of, 0 u,(P) = *, of, 0 24,(P) if eie # 1. c+T 
So for eiO # 1, 
lim logltjd~fO~uG(eie)l =log~~~~fr~24~(es)~. (T--r* 
Let .z E (0, 1). For 0 < r~ d 2n, let c, = t+h,of,o u,(O). Since +,of,o U, is 
bounded below on A for all Q E [0,27c] we have that 
log $, OS, 0 u,(z) -log $, of, 0 u,(z) - log 5 + log 5 
Iccrl I4 
+ 
s 
e”+z d% 
wi > z 
Ihzl~~~of~~~A~‘e)I - osllClr~fT~~AeieNI ,ie G. 
I I 
By a change of variables, the first integral is 
j; o(%‘/~) ; = 8 5,;” co(%) ;. 
Since o is a Dini function, j;“” (o(e)/%) d% -+ 0 as c( + 0. Thus the first 
integral can be made arbitrarily small. 
The second integral can be estimated by noting that 
I’ I e’“+r <IsinaI-‘. for ZE(O, 1) and l%l >cr. e -Z 
Then by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, the second integral 
tends to 0 uniformly in z as (T + r. Since c, --t c, as CJ + r, we have 
lim log II/0 of, 0 u,(z) = log *r of, 0 u,(z) uniformly in z E (0, 1).(3.8) 
C’T 
We next show that radial limits exist everywhere for f: We know this 
happens almost everywhere. Let zl, z2 E (0, 1). Then 
Ilog II/,~f,"~,(zI)-lo12 ti,oL" &MI 
~Ilog~,"f~~u,(z,)-log 11/~"f~ok7(z*h 
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Choose 0 so close to z that the second term is small and that f has non- 
tangential imits at eiO. Then the first term tends to 0 as z, and z2 tend to 1. 
Therefore log $, 0 f, 0 u, has a radial limit at 1, for all z. So 
log $, o (g(e”) -f(z)) has radial limits at e”. Since g is continuous, f(z) 
must have a radial limit at each point of ad. So f,(z) =g(e”) - f(z) has a 
radial limit at eir which, by Lemma 3.6(b), must lie on a52,. By (3.8), we 
have 
Let o=lim n-oO fo,(eiun) and cr,, -+ t. Since fon(eiun) E iX2,n, we have 
w~&2,. By Corollary 3.1(a), log$,~~fb,(ei”n)+log+,(o). 
Thus log Ic/Jw) = log Ic/, ofT(ei’), and hence Ii/Jo) = $, of,(e”). Since $, is 
one-to-one on 8,, we have that o = f,(e”). Since g is continuous, f must 
also be continuous. Theorem 3 is proved. 
Next we will apply Theorem 3 to T(eiO, z), where r is real analytic and 
convex in z. 
4. CONTINUITY FOR OPT 
Let Qe”, z) be real analytic in 8, x, and y, where z = x + iy. We assume 
that r has the properties (2.1) and (2.2), i.e., uniform boundedness of 
sublevel sets and convexity in the second variable. 
We will show that the level curves of r(e”,.) are regular analytic curves 
for each 8. In general the level curves of real analytic functions are analytic 
sets. However, they may not be regular analytic curves. (For example, let 
G(x, y) = x3 -y2, then {(x, y): G(x, y) =0} is not a regular analytic 
curve.) 
EXAMPLE. Let r(eis, z) = z= 1 Pj(eie)lz - hj(eie)12, where Pi > 0, P,, h, 
are real analytic for j = 1, . . . . n, and 
i Pj(eis) # 0 for each 6. 
j=l 
Fix a >O and assume that &,(a) # Qr for all 8. By Corollary 2.2, there 
exists a > 0 and A > 0 such that 
&+A(O,U)~S,(CY)~&+A(O,A). (4.1) 
By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, there exists an analytic function ye on 
aA (i.e., 2~ periodic) such that I& - ysl <a/2, for all 0 E [0,2x]. Clearly we 
have A(O,u/2)cS,(a)-y,cA(O,A+a/2). 
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As before we let QO= S,(a) -&, and we let /1,= S@(a)-y,. If 
OPT(Hm ) = a then by Lemma 2.2., we have 
inf (t>O: -&+.f(e”)E tQ, a.e.} = 1. 
/E H” 
Furthermore there is a unique minimum f such that f(8) G I, + XJ0 = 
&S,(a) a.e. 
Since ye + a/i o = aS,( a), we have f(eie)E yB+ a& a.e. Hence 
- ye + f( eis) E an e a.e. Therefore 
inf {t>O: -y,+f(e”)Et/l,a.e.}<l. 
fe HZ 
(4.3) 
We must have equality. Otherwise, by Corollary 1.1, there exist j? < 1 and 
h E H” such that -ye + h(e”) E /MA,. Hence h(eie) E ye + A, = S,(a) = 
As + Q,. Thus h must be a minimizing function for (4.2). By uniqueness, 
h = j This is a contradiction since -ye +f(eie) E aA, a.e. The converse is 
exactly the same. We have proved 
LEMMA 4.1. Lemma 2.2 is valid if we replace Ize by Ye and replace f2, 
by Ae. 
Note. Only continuity of ye is needed here. 
Let r,(e, t, r) = r(e”, Ye + re”). Then Ts is real analytic in 8, t, and r 
since we chose ye to be analytic. In the remainder of this section, we restrict 
r to be positive. 
LEMMA 4.2. There is /I > 0 such that if r,(0, t, r) = a, then 
Proof: Let 6, t and r satisfy r,(e, t, r) = a. Hence ye + re”o as,(a). By 
definition of r, and by the convexity of r, for Ar sufficiently small we have 
$ cr,(e, 2, r + Ad - r,(e, 4 r)l 
= & [r(e”, Ye + (r + Ar) e”) - T(eie, Ye + re”)] 
, r(eie, ye + re”) - T(eie, ye) = a - r(eie, ye) 
/ 
b-1 Irl ’ 
Since lile - yeI < a/2, we have that Ye + d(0, a/2) c 10 + d(0, a) c Se(a) for 
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all 8. Therefore there is k>O such that a- Qeis, ye) > k for all 8. By 
uniform boundedness of the sublevel sets of f, jr1 6 R, for some R < co. 
If we let Ar + 0, we get (ar,/ar)(& t, r) > k/R. This proves the lemma. 
By Lemma 4.2 and the implicit function theorem, r is an analytic 
function of 0 and t, i.e., if we parametrize 8Ae by r(0, t) e”, then r(0, t) is 
analytic in 8 and t. 
Clearly r(0, t) is 2rc-periodic in 0 and t and l&-/a0 is bounded on any 
compact subset of [w x [w. Thus we can assume that I&/%I 6 M for all 8 
and t. Then by the mean value theorem, Ir(0, t) - r( q, t)l < x . A4 . leie - e”+‘j 
for all t E [0, 2711. Hence if we let @,, = {A,: 0 E [0, 27c]}, then 0, is Dini- 
continuous. 
Next we show that a/i, is a regular analytic curve for each 8. The curve 
aA, is parametrized by r(0, t) e”. Since r(0, t) is analytic and 2n-periodic in 
t, aA, is analytic. Since A(0, u/2) c A, for each 8, 
(4.4) 
Therefore, 8Ae is a simple, closed, regular analytic curve. If we let $0 be the 
Riemann map of A, onto A with Ii/@(O) =O, then tie extends analytically 
across a/i @. 
Next we show that 0,, is actually uniformly analytic. For a fixed analytic 
function, the radius of convergence of the power series expansion at a point 
p is a continuous function of p inside the region of analyticity. Hence there 
is 6 > 0 so that for each 8 and t, the power series expansion for r at the 
point (0, t) will converge in (0 - 6,0 + 6) x (t - 6, t + 6). Thus, for each 0 
and t, we can extend r so that r(f3, t + z) e’(‘+‘) is analytic for z E A(0, 6). It 
is clear that 
lim r(k), t+z).e’(‘+‘)=r(8,, tO+~).ei(‘o+‘) 
(@.1) - ceo, f0) 
uniformly on compact subsets of A(O,6). By (4.4), for each 8 and t, 
r(e, t + Z) e’(‘+‘) is one-to-one for z in a neighborhood of 0. So by com- 
pactness and the argument principle, there exists E >O such that 
r(e, t +z)i(f+z) is one-to-one in A(0, E) for 8 and te [0, 2x1. Hence by 
Koebe’s +theorem, the image of A(0, E) under the map r(0, t + z) e’(‘+‘) 
contains a disk of radius SE . a/2. It follows that @,, = {A,: 0 E [O, 27r] } is 
uniformly analytic. We now have: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose r(eie, z) has properties (2.1) and (2.2). Let 
a=inffs,~IIT(eie,f(ei8))llm. Suppose s,(e) = 0 for 8 E CO,2713 and r(eie, Z) 
is real analytic in 8, x and y where z = x + iy. Then there is an analytic 
function f. E Hm such that 
f(e”, fo(eis)) = a. 
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Proof. Apply Theorem 3 to ye and @,, to obtain a continuous fO that 
satisfies T(eie,fO(eie))=cr. Then by a theorem of Alexander Cl], we can 
conclude that fO is analytic on aA. 
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